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Abstract: Hybrid free-space optical (FSO)/radio-frequency (RF) systems have emerged
as a promising solution for high-data-rate wireless communications. In this paper, we
consider power adaptation strategies based on truncated channel inversion for the hy-
brid FSO/RF system employing adaptive combining. Specifically, we adaptively set the
RF link transmission power when FSO link quality is unacceptable to ensure constant
combined signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. Two adaptation strategies are pro-
posed. One strategy depends on the received RF SNR, whereas the other one depends
on the combined SNR of both links. Analytical expressions for the outage probability of
the hybrid system with and without power adaptation are obtained. Numerical examples
show that the hybrid FSO/RF system with power adaptation achieves a considerable out-
age performance improvement over the conventional system.

Index Terms: Hybrid free-space optical (FSO)/radio-frequency (RF), Gamma–Gamma at-
mospheric turbulence model, pointing errors, Nakagami-m fading model, outage probabil-
ity, maximal ratio combining (MRC), power adaptation.

1. Introduction
Free-space optical (FSO) communication systems can achieve higher data rate compared to radio
frequency (RF) systems, while their deployments are faster and cheaper than fiber optics. However,
FSO systems suffer from atmospheric turbulence, pointing errors, and atmospheric loss due to unfa-
vorable weather conditions. Turbulence-induced fading, known as scintillation, causes irradiance fluc-
tuations in the received optical signal as a result of variations in the atmospheric refractive index.
Misalignment between the transmitter and the receiver, known as pointing error effect, reduces the re-
ceived optical power. Moreover, the optical power is also attenuated dramatically in fogy environment
due to the atmospheric loss. One solution to improve the FSO link's reliability is to integrate it with a
millimeter wavelength (MMW) radio frequency (RF) link and form a hybrid FSO/RF communication
system. When a switch-over scheme is applied to hybrid FSO/RF systems (see [2] and references
therein), hardware switching between FSO and MMW RF links is implemented to make use of their
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complementary natures. This approach will lead to frequent hardware switching between the FSO
and RF links [1]. Another implementation strategy is soft-switching (see [3] and references therein),
which requires FSO and RF links to be active continuously, even when the FSO link has very good
quality and can support the required bit-error rate (BER) by itself. In this scenario, RF transmission
power is wasted, and the system generates unnecessary RF interference to the environment.

When the transmitter and the receiver are provided with channel state information (CSI), the trans-
mission schemes can be adaptively selected to use the channel more efficiently. Power adaptation
offers a simple but effective solution to improve link reliability and data throughput. Previous work on
hybrid FSO/RF systems with power adaptation includes [4] and [5]. In particular, in [4] a hybrid FSO/
RF system is considered, in which the system switches to the reliable RF link if the FSO link is ob-
scured to maintain communication, and a water-filling power adaptation scheme is applied only on
the FSO link. In [5], power adaptation has been applied on both FSO and RF links of the hybrid FSO/
RF system, assuming that both links are active all the time but are transmitting with different rates.

To complement previous work on practical implementations of hybrid FSO/RF systems, we in-
troduce, in this paper, a new power adaptation scheme for hybrid FSO/RF systems with adap-
tive combining. In this scheme, FSO link with high data rate is used alone for data transmission
as long as its quality is acceptable and the RF link is put on standby mode. When FSO link's
quality becomes poor and cannot support the high data rate, a feedback signal is sent along the
FSO link to activate the RF link for simultaneous FSO/RF link data transmission. At the receiver
terminal, maximal ratio combining (MRC) of signals received from both links is applied. In this
case, system may lower the transmission rate of FSO link to be the same as that of RF link, to
facilitate diversity reception. When the RF link is activated, the transmit power over the RF link
is adapted according to a modified truncated channel inversion (TCI) power adaptation policy,
such that the MRC combination of the RF and FSO links maintains a constant received signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). Since both FSO and MMW RF channels experience slow-fading [5], [6],
we can assume that instantaneous CSI is always available at the receiver of both links, and
there is a feedback channel for CSI feedback. When the quality of the FSO link alone becomes
acceptable again, the RF link is put on standby mode again to save its power and spectrum utili-
zation. In this paper, we propose two different power adaptation schemes for RF link. In both
schemes, the RF power is adapted such that the MRC combination of the RF and FSO links
can support the target received SNR. However, in the first scheme, the RF power is adapted as
long as the received RF SNR is above a certain cutoff fade depth. Otherwise, data transmission
is suspended. In the second one, the RF power is adapted as long as the combined SNR of the
RF and FSO links is above another certain cutoff fade depth.

This hybrid FSO/RF system with RF link power adaptation is more reliable and power efficient
as the RF link is activated only when the FSO link alone can not support high data rate. Thus,
with the proposed power adaptation scheme, we have the advantage of maintaining constant re-
ceived SNR while conserving RF power. Numerical results show that the hybrid system with
power adaptation has superior outage performance compared to outage performance of the
same system without power adaptation. Also, numerical results show that, somewhat counter in-
tuition, the power adaptation scheme based on RF link SNR only has better outage performance
than the scheme based on combined SNR.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the system
and channel models. In Section 3, we introduce the power allocation strategies and the outage
analysis of the proposed system, namely, the outage probability and the outage capacity. Fi-
nally, Section 4 presents some numerical examples to investigate the performance of the hybrid
system with and without power adaptation. Further power adaptation for FSO link is introduced
in Section 5, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2. System and Channel Models
We consider a hybrid FSO/RF system where the FSO link is active all the time with constant
transmitted power. To maintain a target data rate, the received SNR should not be less than a
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predetermined target value denoted by �T . When the instantaneous SNR at the receiver of the
FSO link, denoted by �FSO, falls below the threshold �T , FSO link alone cannot support the high
data rate transmission. In this case, the receiver sends a feedback signal on the FSO link to ac-
tivate the RF link along with the FSO link to help maintain the link reliability. When the RF link is
activated, simultaneous transmission of the same data on both links takes place. At the re-
ceiver, the data received over both links will be combined using an MRC combiner. It is impor-
tant to clarify that in case of using both FSO and RF links, the data rate of FSO link may be
reduced to be the same as that of the RF link to facilitate diversity reception. The receiver SNR,
denoted by �c , will be equal to �FSO when �FSO � �T . When �FSOG�T , �c will be equal to the sum
of �FSO and �RF where �RF is the receiver SNR of the RF link. In this case, the transmitted power
over the RF link is adapted to maintain the constant received SNR �T , i.e., to keep
�FSO þ �RF ¼ �T . We will discuss the power adaptation policy in the following section.

2.1. Modeling the FSO Link
We assume that the FSO link experiences Gamma–Gamma fading due to atmospheric turbulence,

and atmospheric loss along with pointing error impairments, for which the probability density function
(PDF) of the received irradiance I is given by [10, Eq. (11)] (or equivalently using [11, Eq. (9.31.5)])

fIðIÞ ¼ �2I�1

�ð�Þ�ð�ÞG
3;0
1;3

��I
A0hL

j�2þ1
�2;�;�

� �
; I � 0 (1)

where � is the ratio between the equivalent beam radius at the FSO receiver aperture and the
pointing error (jitter) standard deviation at the FSO receiver, A0 is a constant term that defines the
pointing error loss [6], �ð:Þ is the standard Gamma function, and � and � are the effective number
of small-scale and large-scale eddies of the turbulent environment, respectively. Different values
of � and � corresponds to different turbulence regimes. Expressions for calculating the parameters
� and � for different propagation conditions can be found in [12]. In (1), G½:� is the Meijer G-function
as defined in [11, Eq. (9.301)], and hL is the atmospheric loss over a propagation path of length z,
determined by the exponential Beers-Lambert law as hLðzÞ¼ expð��zÞ, with � being the attenua-
tion coefficient. The atmospheric loss depends on the visibility of the atmosphere and is considered
constant [6].

Considering sub-carrier modulated FSO communication system, in which an electrical sub-
carrier signal is pre-modulated1 with the information bits before being used to modulate the opti-
cal signal for transmission, there are two techniques for FSO signal detection at the receiver
side, which are heterodyne detection (coherent detection) and intensity modulation/direct detec-
tion (IM/DD). A unified expression for the PDF of �FSO, considering the two types of FSO detec-
tion, is given in a general form as [13]

f�FSOð�FSOÞ ¼
�2�FSO

�1

r�ð�Þ�ð�ÞG
3;0
1;3

�2��

ð�2 þ 1Þ
�FSO
��FSOr

� �1
r

j�2þ1
�2;�;�

" #
; �FSO � 0 (2)

where r is the parameter defining the type of FSO detection technique (i.e., r ¼ 1 represents
heterodyne detection, and r ¼ 2 represents IM/DD detection), and ��FSOr

2 is the average SNR of
FSO link.

1for example, by using the M-QAM digital modulation scheme, which is widely used in high-rate data transmissions
over FSO links [7] and RF links [8] because of its high spectral efficiency and ease of signal modulation/demodulation
process.

2For heterodyne FSO detection, ��FSO1 ¼ �eE ½I�=N0 [13], with �e is the effective photoelectric conversion ratio, N0 sym-
bolizes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample, and E ½I� is the expectation of I, which by using [14, Eq. (24)]
is given by E ½I� ¼ �2A0hL=ð�2 þ 1Þ. For IM/DD FSO detection, ��FSO2 ¼ ð�eE ½I�Þ2=N0 [13].
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By using [15, Eq. (07.34.21.0084.01)] and some simple algebraic manipulations, the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of �FSO can be expressed as

F�FSOð�FSOÞ ¼
�2r�þ��2

ð2�Þr�1�ð�Þ�ð�ÞG
3r ;1
rþ1;3rþ1

B�FSO
��FSOr

j1;K1
K2;0

� �
; �FSO � 0 (3)

where B ¼ ð�2��=ð�2 þ 1Þr 2Þr , K1 ¼ ð�2 þ 1Þ=r ; . . . ; ð�2 þ r Þ=r has r terms, and K2 ¼ �2=r ; . . . ;
ð�2 þ r � 1Þ=r ; �=r ; . . . ; ð�þ r � 1Þ=r ; �=r ; . . . ; ð� þ r � 1Þ=r has 3r terms.

2.2. Modeling the RF Link
At the RF transmitter, the digitally modulated electrical signal, which is the same as the one in

FSO subsystem, is up-converted using 60 GHz RF carrier. The up-converted RF signal is trans-
mitted and received using L branches RF transmission/reception scheme. The received SNR
from each RF branch, denoted by �iRF , follows independent and identical distribution (i.i.d)
Nakagami-m fading distribution with PDF given by [16]

f�iRF ð�RFÞ ¼
m
��RF

� �m
�RF

m�1

�ðmÞ exp
�m�RF
��RF

� �
; �RF � 0 (4)

where ��RF is the average SNR of the i th channel with 1 � i � L, and m is a parameter indicating
fading severity. ��RF and m are assumed to be common on all the L diversity branches. The over-
all received SNR of the RF link �RF will be that after the MRC combination of all the L RF chan-
nels, such that �RF ¼ PL

i¼1 �iRF , the PDF of which is given by [16]

f�RFð�RFÞ ¼
m
��RF

� �mL
�RF

mL�1

�ðmLmÞ exp
�m�RF
��RF

� �
; �RF � 0: (5)

By using [11, Eq. (3.351.1)], and some simple algebraic manipulations, the CDF of �RF can be
expressed as

F�RFð�RFÞ ¼
1

�ðmLÞ � mL;
m�RF
��RF

� �
; �RF � 0 (6)

where �ða; xÞ is the lower incomplete Gamma function defined in [11, Eq. (8.350.1)].

3. Power Allocation Strategies and Outage Analysis
We assume constant FSO transmitting power all the time. When �FSO G �T , the RF link is acti-
vated along with the FSO link and the RF link transmitted power PRF is adapted to maintain the
required constant received SNR �T . We introduce here two different policies for RF link power
adaptation. Both of them are based on the TCI principle [17].

3.1. TCI For RF Link Based on �RF

3.1.1. Power Adaptation Policy
In this power adaptation policy, the transmitter uses the CSI (specifically, �FSO and �RF) to

maintain the target received SNR �T . Since the power adaptation is performed after activating
the RF link, the RF link SNR is adaptively changed to fill the gap between �FSO and �T such that
�RF þ �FSO ¼ �T . The RF power is adapted as long as the received RF SNR is above a certain
threshold denoted by �0I . Otherwise, data transmission is suspended. We will refer to this policy
as �RF-based TCI, which is mathematically given by

PRFð�RF; �FSOÞ
�PRF

¼
�T��FSO

�RF
; if �RF � �0I

0; if �RFG�0I

�
(7)
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where �0I satisfies the average power constraint of RF link transmitter given by

Z�T
0

Z1
�0I

PRFð�RF; �FSOÞ
�PRF

f�RFð�RFÞf�FSOð�FSOÞd�RFd�FSO ¼ 1 (8)

where �PRF is the average transmitted power over the RF link.
By substituting (2) and (5) in (8), and using [11, Eq. (3.381.9)] and [15, Eq. (07.34.21.0084.01)],

the constraint in (8) can be expressed as

A1� mL� 1;
m�0I
��RF

� �
G3r ;1

rþ1;3rþ1
B�T
��FSOr

j1;K1
K2;0

� �
�G3r ;1

rþ1;3rþ1
B�T
��FSOr

j0;K1
K2;�1

� �� �
¼ 1 (9)

where A1 ¼ �2r�þ��2m�T =ð2�Þr�1��RF�ð�Þ�ð�Þ�ðmLÞ, and �ða; xÞ is the upper incomplete Gamma
function defined in [11, Eq. (8.350.2)]. As with most TCI schemes, the value for �0I that satisfies
(9) can be found using numerical methods, such as bisection method and Newton method [18].

3.1.2. Outage Probability For �RF -Based TCI
According to this policy, the hybrid system goes into outage state if the RF link received SNR

�RF goes below �0I . The probability of outage in this case can be calculated as

Pout ¼Pr½�FSOG�T �Pr½�RFG�0I �:
¼F�FSOð�T ÞF�RFð�0I Þ (10)

where F�FSOð:Þ and F�RFð:Þ are given by (3) and (6), respectively.

3.2. TCI For RF Link Based on �RF þ �FSO

3.2.1. Power Adaptation Policy
This RF link power adaptation policy is similar to the first one. However, the RF power is

adapted as long as the overall SNR after MRC combination of the RF link and the FSO link (i.e.,
�RF þ �FSO) is above a certain threshold denoted by �0II . Otherwise, data transmission is sus-
pended. We will refer to this policy as �RF þ �FSO-based TCI which is given by

PRFð�RF; �FSOÞ
�PRF

¼
�T��FSO

�RF
; if �RF þ �FSO � �0II

0; if �RF þ �FSOG�0II

�
(11)

where �0II satisfies the average power constraint over the RF link given by

Z�T
0

Z1
�0II��FSO

PRFð�RF; �FSOÞ
�PRF

f�RFð�RFÞf�FSOð�FSOÞd�RFd�FSO ¼ 1: (12)

By substituting (2) and (5) in (12), and using the binomial expansion defined in [11, Eq. (1.111)]
and the series expansion of the exponential defined in [11, Eq. (1.211.1)], along with [11,
Eq. (3.351.2)] and [15, Eq. (07.34.21.0084.01)], the constraint in (12) can be expressed as

A2e
�m�0II
��RF

X1
n¼0

ðm�T =��RFÞn
n!

XmL�2

i¼0

ðm�0II=��RFÞi
i !

Xi

k¼0

i
k

� � ��T
�0II

� �k

G3r ;1
rþ1;3rþ1

B�T
��FSOr

j1�n�k ;K1
K2;�n�k

� ��

�G3r ;1
rþ1;3rþ1

B�T
��FSOr

j�n�k ;K1
K2;�n�k�1

� ��
¼ 1 (13)

where A2 ¼ �2r�þ��2mðmL� 2Þ!�T =ð2�Þr�1��RF�ð�Þ�ð�Þ�ðmLÞ��RF. Similar to �0I , the value for �0II
that satisfies (13) can be found using numerical methods. When using (13) to search for the value
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of �0II , it is sufficient to use n ¼ 40 to obtain stable values with accuracy to the fourth digit.
This can be observed from Tables 1 and 2, where we consider �T ¼ 10 dB, typical values of
� and � for weak atmospheric turbulence regime (� ¼ 2:902, and � ¼ 2:51) [21], ��FSOr ¼ 0 dB,
� ¼ 1, Nakagami parameter m ¼ 2, and L ¼ 1 to obtain the values of �0II for different values
of ��RF.

3.2.2. Outage Probability for �RF þ �FSO-Based TCI
According to this policy, the hybrid system goes into outage state if MRC combination of the

FSO and RF links failed to support a received SNR of �RF þ �FSO � �0II . The probability of out-
age in this case can be calculated as

Pout ¼Pr½�FSOG�T ; �FSO þ �RFG�0II �:

¼
Z�0II
0

Zmin½�T ;�0II��RF�

0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFð�RFÞd�FSOd�RF:

¼
Z�0II��T

0

Z�T
0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFð�RFÞd�FSOd�RF

þ
Z�0II

�0II��T

Z�0II��RF

0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFð�RFÞd�FSOd�RF: (14)

TABLE 1

Values of �0II Considering Heterodyne FSO Detection ðr ¼ 1Þ With Different Values of n

TABLE 2

Values of �0II Considering IM/DD FSO Detection ðr ¼ 2Þ With Different Values of n
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If �T > �0II , which is the case most of the time, then (14) will be given by

Pout ¼
Z�0II
0

Z�0II��RF

0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFð�RFÞd�FSOd�RF:

¼
Z�0II
0

f�RFð�RFÞF�FSOð�0II � �RFÞd�RF: (15)

By substituting (3) and (5) in (15), making change of variable, and using the series expansion
of the exponential, along with [15, Eq. (07.34.21.0084.01)], (15) can be evaluated as

Pout ¼
�2r�þ��2e

�m�0II
��RF

m�0II
��RF

� 	mL

ð2�Þr�1�ð�Þ�ð�Þ
X1
n¼0

m�0II
��RF

� 	n

n!
G3r ;2

rþ2;3rþ2
B�0II
��FSOr

j�n;1;K1
K2;0;�n�mL

� �8><
>:

9>=
>;: (16)

3.3. Outage Capacity
Practically speaking, outage capacity applies to slowly-varying channels [17], which is the

case with FSO and MMW RF channels with bit-duration much smaller than the channels coher-
ence time [5], [6]. The outage capacity is defined as the maximum data rate that can be main-
tained in all non-outage channel states times the probability of non-outage. The outage capacity
associated with a given outage probability Pout normalized to the communication channel band-
width B can be expressed as [19]

CðPoutÞ
B

¼ ½1� Pout�log2ð1þ K�T Þ (17)

where K is a constant term such that K ¼ 1 for heterodyne detection giving an exact result, and
K ¼ e=ð2�Þ for IM/DD giving a lower-bound result. The outage probability Pout in (17) is given by
either (10) or (16) according to the power adaptation policy used on the RF link.

4. Numerical Results
In this section, we present several numerical examples to investigate the performance of the
two proposed power adaptation strategies. Note that in all numerical results, we assume using
optical wavelength 	FSO ¼ 1550 nm [20]. In addition, note that for the numerical results shown
in Figs. 1, 4, and 5, we assume no RF diversity, i.e., L ¼ 1.

In Fig. 1, we plot the outage probability of the hybrid system with and without power adapta-
tion as a function of the average RF link SNR ��RF. We assume weak atmospheric turbulence
(� ¼ 2:902, and � ¼ 2:51) affecting the FSO link with pointing error effect of � ¼ 1, and RF link
fading severity of m ¼ 2. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that considering either heterodyne FSO de-
tection technique [Fig. 1(a)] or IM/DD FSO detection technique [Fig. 1(b)], using the �RF-based
TCI adaptation policy gives better outage performance than using the �RF þ �FSO-based TCI ad-
aptation policy. This is because that under the same conditions of the FSO and RF links, �0I is
less than �0II . To explain this, let f ð�RF; �FSOÞ ¼ ðPRFð�RF; �FSOÞ=�PRFÞf�RFð�RFÞf�FSOð�FSOÞ. We
need the integration of f ð�RF; �FSOÞ over the red shaded area in Fig. 2 to be equal to 1, accord-
ing to (8), and also we need the integration of f ð�RF; �FSOÞ over the black shaded area in Fig. 2
to be equal to 1, according to (12). If we assume that �0I is greater than or equal to �0II , then the
integration of f ð�RF; �FSOÞ over the red shaded area will be greater than 1 which is impossible
according to the constraint in (8). Thus, �0I is less than �0II . The analytical results for the outage
probability of the hybrid system with �RF þ �FSO-based TCI adaptation policy shown in Fig. 1 are
obtained using n ¼ 30 in (16). As can be observed, evaluating the outage probability with the
truncated values of n ¼ 30 gives accurate results, as compared with the values obtained by
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evaluating the integral in (15) using numerical methods. It can also be seen from Fig. 1 that ap-
plying power adaptation (either �RF-based TCI or �RF þ �FSO-based TCI) policy greatly improves
the outage performance of the hybrid system over the case without using power adaptation.
Note that we had used numerical integration to evaluate the outage probability for the hybrid
system without power adaptation, given in (21) in the Appendix, with outage threshold
�out ¼ 9:5 dB. Note also that the value �out ¼ 9:5 dB is less than �T ¼ 10 dB so that the hybrid
system switches to the MRC combination of the FSO and RF links before the FSO link alone
goes into outage.

In Fig. 3, we examine the effect of the RF link diversity on the outage performance of the hy-
brid FSO/RF system with both power adaptation policies [see Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. It can be seen
from Fig. 3, that as the number of the RF branches increases, the outage performance of the
hybrid system greatly improves. Intuitively, the same observation shown in Fig. 3 is also applica-
ble when using heterodyne FSO detection technique.

In Fig. 4, we examine the outage performance of the proposed hybrid FSO/RF system in the
presence of strong atmospheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:064, and � ¼ 1:342) affecting the FSO link
with less severe pointing error effect of � ¼ 4, and RF link fading severity of m ¼ 2. It can be

Fig. 2. Integration regions of (8) and (12).

Fig. 1. Outage probability of hybrid FSO/RF system with and without power adaptation as a function
of the average SNR of the RF link with �T ¼ 10 dB, weak atmospheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:902, and
� ¼ 2:51), ��FSOr ¼ 0 dB, � ¼ 1, and Nakagami parameter m ¼ 2. (a) Using heterodyne detection
technique with FSO link ðr ¼ 1Þ. (b) Using IM/DD detection technique with FSO link ðr ¼ 2Þ.
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seen from Fig. 4 that the hybrid FSO/RF system employing either of the two proposed power
adaptation polices achieves superior outage performance compared to the performance of the
system without power adaptation in this case as well.

In Fig. 5, we plot the outage capacity of the hybrid system with power adaptation as a function
of the average RF link SNR ��RF. We assume weak atmospheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:902, and
� ¼ 2:51) affecting the FSO link with pointing error effect of � ¼ 1, and RF link fading severity of
m ¼ 2. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that considering either heterodyne FSO detection technique
[see Fig. 5(a)] or IM/DD FSO detection technique [see Fig. 5(b)], using �RF-based TCI adapta-
tion policy leads to higher outage capacity than using �RF þ �FSO-based TCI adaptation policy.
This is because using �RF-based TCI adaptation policy achieves smaller outage probability than
�RF þ �FSO-based TCI adaptation policy. However, when ��RF becomes high, the outage capacity
obtained when using �RF þ �FSO-based TCI adaptation policy becomes the same as that ob-
tained when using �RF-based TCI adaptation policy. This is because both �RF þ �FSO-based TCI

Fig. 3. Outage probability of hybrid FSO/RF system with power adaptation as a function of the aver-
age SNR of the RF link considering IM/DD FSO detection technique, with �T ¼ 10 dB, weak atmo-
spheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:902, and � ¼ 2:51), ��FSO2 ¼ 0 dB, � ¼ 1, and Nakagami parameter m ¼ 2.
(a) Using �RF-based TCI. (b) Using �RF þ �FSO-based TCI.

Fig. 4. Outage probability of hybrid FSO/RF system with and without power adaptation as a function
of the average SNR of the RF link with �T ¼ 10 dB, strong atmospheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:064, and
� ¼ 1:342), ��FSOr ¼ 0 dB, � ¼ 4, and Nakagami parameter m ¼ 2. (a) Using heterodyne detection
technique with FSO link ðr ¼ 1Þ. (b) Using IM/DD detection technique with FSO link ðr ¼ 2Þ.
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adaptation policy and �RF-based TCI adaptation policy achieve almost the same outage proba-
bility with high values of ��RF.

5. Power Adaptation on FSO Link
To conserve more power, the transmit power over the FSO link can be adapted according to the
following modified TCI policy

PFSOð�FSOÞ
PFSOmax

¼
�T
�FSO

; if �FSO � �T
1; if �FSOG�T .

�
(18)

According to this power adaptation policy, FSO power denoted by PFSO gradually increases
when the FSO link is in good quality (i.e., �FSO � �T ) to reach its maximum value of PFSOmax
when the FSO link quality is bad (i.e., �FSO G �T ). In other words, we use constant FSO power
of PFSOmax when �FSO G �T . Thus, this additional power adaptation for FSO link can further im-
prove the power efficiency of the hybrid FSO/RF system, while maintaining the same outage
performance of the system.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced low complexity power adaptation strategy to hybrid FSO/RF sys-
tems with adaptive combining. Two power adaptation policies based on a modified TCI were im-
plemented on the RF link of the hybrid system. We analyzed the outage performance of the
proposed adaptive system, and closed forms for the outage probabilities were derived. Numeri-
cal results showed that the hybrid system with power adaptation has superior outage perfor-
mance compared to outage performance of the same system without power adaptation, while
conserving RF power. In addition, numerical results showed that �RF-based TCI adaptation policy
achieves better outage performance than �RF þ �FSO-based TCI adaptation policy.

Appendix
In this Appendix, we analyze the outage probability of the hybrid FSO/RF system without power
adaptation. We assume that the outage threshold denoted by �out is smaller than the switching

Fig. 5. Outage capacity of hybrid FSO/RF system with power adaptation as a function of the aver-
age SNR of the RF link with �T ¼ 10 dB, weak atmospheric turbulence (� ¼ 2:902, and � ¼ 2:51),
��FSOr ¼ 0 dB, � ¼ 1, and Nakagami parameter m ¼ 2. (a) Using heterodyne detection technique
with FSO link ðr ¼ 1Þ. (b) Using IM/DD detection technique with FSO link ðr ¼ 2Þ.
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threshold �T . Otherwise, the hybrid system will enter outage before activating RF link. When the
FSO link SNR �FSO falls below �T , and the instantaneous receiver SNR �c ¼ �FSO þ �RF falls be-
low the outage threshold �out, the communication link cannot support a target BER and goes
into the outage state. In this case, the outage probability of the hybrid FSO/RF system without
power adaptation can be calculated as

Pout ¼Pr½�FSO G �T ; �FSO þ �RFG�out�

¼
Z�out
0

f�FSOþ�RFðyÞdy : (19)

Noting that the FSO and RF links are statistically independent, f�FSOþ�RFðyÞ in (19) can be
evaluated as

f�FSOþ�RFðyÞ ¼
Zy
0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFðy � �FSOÞd�FSO (20)

where f�FSOð:Þ and f�RFð:Þ are given by (2) and (5), respectively. Finally

Pout ¼
Z�out
0

Zy
0

f�FSOð�FSOÞf�RFðy � �FSOÞd�FSOdy (21)

which can be numerically evaluated.
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